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NETWORK NEWS & UPDATES

- Did you attend Journal Club on 9/21? To claim CME credit, you need an MiCME account. If you have an account, you can scan the QR code with your smartphone and claim your attendance.
  - The link to create an account is here
- Weren’t able to make it? View the recording of this recent journal club or a past one here!
- OHSU SIREN Network Renewal: Our application was reviewed and received an impact score of 13! This score reflects all of your hard work, thank you!! The summary statements are being reviewed (for responses to reviewer concerns and comments as requested by the NIH) and are optimistic that we will be refunded for the next cycle. We expect to hear word in late October/early November once the NHLBI advisory council has met. The network renewal has already been presented to the NINDS council.

Contact us: Jenny Cook, Coordinator, 503.494.1230 cookjen@ohsu.edu OHSU SIREN Website Twitter: @OHSU_CPREM

Total OHSU Network enrollment: 253
BOOST 3 NEWS & UPDATES

- BOOST 3 enrollments: 403 (Target enrollment 1094)
- **OHSU Network Enrollment: 90**
- A recording of the investigator meeting is now available on the BOOST3 website.
- Bio-BOOST enrollments: 65; **OHSU Network: 20**.
- Here is a link for the most updated version of the BioBOOST MOP. All of the newest changes are highlighted in yellow.
- ELECTROBOOST enrollment: 16

ICECAP NEWS & UPDATES

- ICECAP Enrollments: 561 (Goal: 1800)
- **OHSU Network Enrollment: 115**
- **Update on Administrative Hold at Adventist site:**
  An OHSU-affiliate site, Adventist Medical Center, is on hold due to paperwork issues and not due to any trial-related safety or efficacy concerns. We have worked through the necessary red tape and hope to have Adventist back up and enrolling by the beginning of October.
- Congratulations to Mercy St. Vincent Toledo on being released to enroll!
- Please make sure to report your screen failed subjects in a timely manner. The protocol states monthly, but the CCC prefers every two weeks.

PEDS ICECAP & UPDATES

- P-ICECAP Enrollments: 4 (Goal: 900)
- **OHSU Network Enrollment: 0**
- CCC office hours are Mondays from 3-4 EST—Carol and/or Moni will be available.
  - The link is: [https://umich.zoom.us/j/96979875686](https://umich.zoom.us/j/96979875686) Passcode: 758039
- 10 hospitals have been released to enroll, including OHSU – Doernbecher!
- Your outcome neurologist does not need to be added to the eDOA, unless they are participating in more than just outcomes during the trial.
- Readiness report is available now in Peds-ICECAP.
- If you have a question for the CCC, it is best to email this address: picecap-contact@umich.edu. This goes to multiple people and will get you the quickest and most accurate answer.

CTMC SERIES PRESENTATION LINKS

- The Clinical Trials Methodology Course has announced the 2022 FALL webinar series schedule.
  *Please note the schedule has been updated since it was last sent out in spring*
- Video presentation: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRvQYOFCLoI](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fRvQYOFCLoI)
- Specific aims slides: [https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1UrSI9frTUebLVnMS1aMXA4STQ/view?usp=sharing&resourcekey=0-miqng8c7xrpN0rFTeXzZQ](https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1UrSI9frTUebLVnMS1aMXA4STQ/view?usp=sharing&resourcekey=0-miqng8c7xrpN0rFTeXzZQ)
- Webinar schedule & other past recordings: [https://siren.network/training/ctmc/ctmc-webinars](https://siren.network/training/ctmc/ctmc-webinars)

HOBIT NEWS & UPDATES

- Enrollment: 89 (Goal:200)
- **OHSU Network enrollment: 11**
- BioHOBIT Enrollment: 24
GLOSSARY OF FREQUENTLY USED ABBREVIATIONS

CCC = Central Coordinating Center (i.e., University of Michigan)
DCC = Data Coordinating Center (i.e., Medical University of South Carolina)
EFIC= Exception from informed consent
CC = Community Consultation
PD = Public Disclosure
cIRB = Central IRB (in this case Advarra)